SHORT TERM LONG TERM GOALS BUSINESS PLAN
A business needs to set short-term and long-term goals as part of its planning. Goals can be chosen in areas like
Revenue, customer service, employee.

After each monthly goal is achieved, look at your goals and adjust them as needed. We already have a very
strong website in comparison to our competitors. Build and nurture customer relationships. No, we haven't
gone crazy--at least not yet. Lasting Legacy Entrepreneurs may choose to start a business to create a lasting
legacy for their family. Prioritizing means that you decide what is most important to you right now. To sum
up, planning your plan will help control your degree of accountability and reduce time-wasting indecision.
Medium-term objectives are generally those that relate to a period from 18 months to three years or sometimes
five years whichever is appropriate for the organisation and people setting the objectives. Supporting
short-term goals are to research and purchase web traffic analysis software to better pinpoint current traffic
trends, to hire a web consultant for one month to propose and implement programming changes to make the
site appeal to a broader audience than your traffic trend research suggests currently exist. You can choose
related areas such as advertising and revenue, and base short- and long-term goals within these categories. If I
delegate, what sorts of tasks will I share? Am I willing to invest my own money and work long hours for no
pay, sacrificing personal time and lifestyle, maybe for years? Allow yourself and your team to take breaks and
de-stress. As part of that, you'll assess the business you've chosen to start, or are already running, to see what
the chances are that it will actually achieve those ends. Medium-Term Planning Medium-term planning
applies more permanent solutions to short-term problems. For example, goals related to the expansion of the
company have to be defined to explain how to hire salespeople , customer service staff and even the top
management team. The objective is simply to help you decide how well your proposed venture is likely to
match up with your goals and objectives. These varied from sourcing the right talent, to establishing
operational processes, to improving conversion rates for marketing and sales. Examples of short-term
supporting goals are to reward employees who volunteer with designated community programs with additional
time off, bonuses or gift cards. Longer-term objectives are generally more aspirational and so tend to relate to
a period of five years plus.

